The time course and relation of positive signal-averaged electrocardiograms by time-domain and spectral temporal mapping analyses after infarction.
We evaluated the time course of development of positive signal-averaged electrocardiograms (SA-ECGs) by time-domain and Spectral Temporal Mapping (STM) analyses after myocardial infarction in 88 patients without bundle branch block. The incidence of positive SA-ECGs by time-domain analysis peaked at 4 to 8 weeks postinfarction whereas the peak incidence by STM analysis varied from 4 days to 4 to 10 months postinfarction. Positive time-domain SA-ECGs demonstrated a significantly reduced factor of normality (NF) compared with negative time-domain SA-ECGs by X, Z, or vector STM analyses, but marked overlap was present for the standard deviations of positive and negative SA-ECGs in all STM leads. Chi square analysis demonstrated a significant correlation only between X-lead STM analysis and time-domain analysis; however, the two methods were markedly discordant. Although there is a statistically significant relation between time-domain and STM analyses of SA-ECGs, the two analyses are not clinically interchangeable.